
A
new exhibition of equestrian and

architectural paintings has given

Jill Soukup a chance to

experiment not only with a recently

discovered large format but also with

painterly concerns like value, composition

and abstract shape.

“For me, everything comes down to

core composition and a balance of shapes

and values,” says Soukup. “When I see

something beautiful I want to interpret it

in my own way back in the studio. From

the dishes in my sink to a bustling city

scene, I find inspiration everywhere: in the

interplay of shapes, values, edges textures

and colors. Intuition and a sense of

composition bring these elements together.”

While Soukup has always been

known for her diverse subject matter, she

only recently started to paint horses

because of the compositional elements

they bring to the canvas. Once she started

painting them, though, she has been

inspired by a desire to paint one life-sized.

“I’ve wanted to do it for a long

time,” says Soukup. “And I had so much

fun doing them large—it’s easy to be

expressive when you are painting large

and they have been extremely well-

received. Can you imagine having a life-

sized horse in your own living room?”

Many of these new paintings

combine the image of the horse with the

human figure. While this particular

combination is new to her, the theme is

something that has been in her work

since the beginning.

“Thematically, I find myself

returning again and again to the

juxtaposition between rigid, mechanical,

man-made objects and the fluid, organic

aspects of nature,” says Soukup. “Discovering

that despite their contrasts, they share and

exchange the same tendencies.”
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Drawn to horses

Red Landing, oil on board, 24 x 18"
The artist says: My main inspiration for
this piece was the very strong dark and
light structure of the composition. I wanted
to see how far I could push the lightest
shadows in the rider and the darkest parts
in the light on the horse.

Culmination, oil on board, 36 x 24"
The artist says: This is Valletta, Malta. 
I loved the intricate, compact patterns 

the old city had to offer. In this particular
scene, the buildings leading up to the dome

had this rhythm and motion towards the
pinnacle of the composition.
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